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Abstract 24 

 25 

Dietary exposures at early developmental stages have been shown to program lifetime breast 26 

cancer susceptibility. We previously reported that manipulation of gestational and postweaning 27 

diets leads to different mammary tumor outcomes in carcinogen-treated mice. The high tumor 28 

incidence (HT) groups (average 61.5% tumor incidence) received a low-fat, low-sugar, mildly 29 

restricted (12%v/v) (DR) diet during gestation, followed by a high-fat, high-sugar (HF) diet 30 

postweaning. Conversely, the low tumor incidence (LT) groups (average 20% tumor incidence) 31 

received the HF diet during gestation, followed by the DR diet postweaning. Herein, we extended 32 

these findings by demonstrating that HT animals had an expanded mammary stem cell (MaSC) 33 

population compared to LT animals before puberty, and this expansion persisted into adulthood. 34 

IGF1 expression was increased in mammary stromal cells from HT animals, which promoted the 35 

self-renewal capacity of MaSCs in a paracrine fashion.  This increased IGF1 expression was 36 

programmed prepubertally through DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 promoter 1, mediated by 37 

decreased DNMT3b levels. IGFBP5 mRNA and protein levels were also reduced in mammary 38 

tissues from HT animals, indicating an increased bioavailability of tissue IGF1. In association with 39 

these changes, mammary tissues from carcinogen-treated HT animals developed an increased 40 

proportion of mammary adenosquamous carcinomas compared to carcinogen-treated LT animals. 41 

This study provides novel mechanistic insights into how early dietary exposures program 42 

mammary cancer risk and tumor phenotypes by increasing IGF1 expression through epigenetic 43 

alterations, thereby expanding the MaSC population, resulting in a higher number of carcinogen 44 

targets susceptible to transformation in adulthood.  45 

 46 
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Significance: Early high-fat dietary exposure programs lifetime mammary cancer susceptibility 47 

before puberty through epigenetic alterations of IGF1 promoters and IGF1-mediated paracrine 48 

regulation of mammary stem cell homeostasis. 49 

 50 

Introduction 51 

 52 

Environmental exposures, such as diet, are critical determinants of breast cancer risk, and recent 53 

studies indicate that exposures during the early developmental stages can program lifetime cancer 54 

susceptibility [1–3]. Data from Dutch Famine studies show that the breast cancer incidence is 55 

increased in women who were exposed to severe dietary restriction in utero or in childhood (age 56 

2~9) during the 1944-1945 hunger winter in World War II compared to their unexposed 57 

counterparts [2,4]. Besides dietary restriction, early life high-fat diet exposure has also been shown 58 

to program mammary cancer susceptibility [5–7]. We previously reported that gestational 59 

exposure to a high-fat and high-sugar diet has a protective effect on mammary carcinogenesis in 60 

mice, whereas exposure to the high-fat and high-sugar diet postweaning increases the mammary 61 

cancer hazard ratio by 2 to 5.5 times [3]. Despite substantial efforts, the underlying mechanisms 62 

of how such early dietary exposures program mammary cancer risk remain unresolved.  63 

Previous studies have linked dietary exposures to dysregulation of tissue stem and 64 

progenitor cell homeostasis [8,9]. Yilmaz et al. reported that mice fed a high-fat diet had an 65 

increased number of intestinal stem and progenitor cells compared to mice fed a low-fat control 66 

diet, and in vivo transplantation assays show that feeding mice a high-fat diet primes intestinal 67 

progenitors for transformation via activation of the PPAR δ signaling pathway [8]. The mammary 68 

gland contains multipotent mammary stem cells (MaSCs) and lineage-committed progenitors 69 
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[10,11], and both mammary stem and progenitor cells can be cancer-initiating cells [12–14], with 70 

the lifetime risk for developing mammary cancer positively associated with the number of these 71 

cells in the mammary epithelium [3,14–16]. In vivo labeling studies show that mammary stem and 72 

progenitor cells have increased longevity compared to differentiated cells, suggesting that they can 73 

be primary susceptible targets that accumulate genetic mutations leading to mammary 74 

carcinogenesis [17,18]. Morel et al. reported that Ras-transformed human MaSCs have a reduced 75 

accumulation of reactive oxygen species during cell proliferation compared to Ras-transformed 76 

differentiated cells [12].  Therefore, MaSCs have increased survival advantages after oncogenic 77 

insults, making them potential tumor-initiating cells [12]. 78 

Epigenetic alteration is a critical molecular mechanism underlying the effects of early 79 

environmental exposures on programming cell differentiation, proliferation and metabolism 80 

(reviewed in [19,20]). The major components of epigenetic processes include DNA methylation, 81 

histone modifications and small non-coding RNAs. Disruption of these epigenetic processes is 82 

implicated in cancer initiation and progression in many organs, including the breast (reviewed in 83 

[21]).  Therefore, we hypothesized that early dietary manipulations alter the number of MaSCs at 84 

an early stage of development through epigenetic alterations, thereby affecting the lifetime 85 

mammary cancer risk.     86 

  To investigate this hypothesis, we used the cross-over feeding mouse model established 87 

in our previous study [3]. Outbred SENCAR mice were fed for ten weeks with either a high fat, 88 

high sugar (HF) diet ad libitum to induce metabolic syndrome, or a defined low fat, low sugar and 89 

mildly restricted (12%v/v) diet (DR) used as control. These mice are then bred, and cross-over 90 

feeding continues during three critical time windows of development: gestation, lactation and 91 

postweaning. We have shown that manipulations of gestation and postweaning diet significantly 92 
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affect mammary tumor susceptibility [3]. As shown in Table 1 (adapted from ref. [3]), high-tumor 93 

susceptible (HT) animals (groups HT-A and HT-B) were exposed to a maternal DR diet during 94 

gestation, followed by either a DR or HF diet during lactation, and a HF diet postweaning (DR/ _ 95 

/HF). Conversely, the low-tumor susceptible (LT) animals (groups LT-C and LT-D) were exposed 96 

to a HF diet during gestation, followed by either a DR or HF diet during lactation, and a DR diet 97 

postweaning (HF/_ /DR) [3]. In our previous work, we reported that animals from group HT-A 98 

have an increased proportion of mammary epithelial cells (MECs) with stem cell surface markers 99 

compared to group LT-C in 5-week old mammary tissues, indicating that these dietary 100 

manipulations may have affected MaSC homeostasis before puberty [3].  101 

 The purpose of the current study was to accurately enumerate and definitively characterize 102 

the MECs harboring stem cell markers, to delineate the mechanisms responsible for their 103 

expansion resulting from exposure to HT dietary regimens, and to define their role in increasing 104 

tumor risk.  We show that the pro-tumorigenic DR/ _ /HF dietary regimens increased the 105 

expression of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) in mammary stromal cells from HT animals by 106 

inducing DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 promoter 1. This increased stromal IGF1 expression 107 

promoted MaSC self-renewal in a paracrine fashion and expanded the MaSC population before 108 

the animals reached puberty. Our results demonstrate a novel mechanism through which dietary 109 

manipulations affect mammary tumor incidence by inducing specific epigenetic alterations at an 110 

early developmental stage, thereby changing the hierarchical organization of the glandular 111 

epithelium and increasing the number of susceptible carcinogen targets.  112 

 113 

 114 

 115 
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Results 116 

 117 

The pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens of the HT groups expanded the MaSC-enriched 118 

compartment in both pre- and postpubertal female mice.  119 

To assess the effect of the dietary regimens on MaSC numbers, we analyzed MECs from 5-week 120 

old, prepubertal mice and 10-week old, postpubertal mice from both HT and LT groups (Table 1) 121 

by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). The MaSC-enriched population was identified by 122 

previously validated cell surface markers (Lin-/CD24med/CD29hi) with the gating strategy shown 123 

in Supplementary Fig. S1A [10,22]. In prepubertal mammary tissues, the proportion of MaSC-124 

enriched cells from group HT-A was 3.5-times higher than in group LT-C and group LT-D (Fig. 125 

1A and B, P < 0.0001). Similarly, the proportion of MaSC-enriched cells from group HT-B was 126 

2-times higher compared to both LT groups (Fig. 1A and B, P<0.05).  To determine whether this 127 

increase in the proportion of the MaSC-enriched population in HT animals persisted into adulthood, 128 

we also performed FACS analyses with postpubertal mammary glands. We found that the 129 

proportion of MaSC-enriched cells in glands from both HT groups was still increased by two times 130 

compared to the LT groups (Fig. 1C and D, P<0.01). These results indicate that exposure to the 131 

pro-tumorigenic DR/_ /HF dietary regimens expanded the MaSC-enriched compartment before 132 

puberty, and this expansion was maintained postpubertally.  133 

Interestingly, when counting the total number of MECs dissociated from abdominal/inguinal 134 

mammary tissues, we found that prepubertal animals from group HT-A had twice the number of 135 

MECs compared to age-matched LT groups (Supplementary Fig. S1B). When multiplying the 136 

frequency of the MaSC-enriched population by the total number of MECs, the absolute number of 137 

cells with MaSC markers in prepubertal HT-A animals was 4.2-times higher than in age-matched 138 
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LT groups (Supplementary Fig. S1C). In postpubertal glands, the number of MECs from both HT 139 

groups was 2-times higher compared to the LT animals, resulting in an average increase in the 140 

number of MaSC-enriched cells by 3.7 times in HT animals compared to the LT animals 141 

(Supplementary Fig. S1D and E). These results demonstrate that the absolute number of 142 

susceptible targets for mammary carcinogenesis was significantly higher in mammary tissues from 143 

HT animals than in LT animals.  144 

 145 

The number of mammosphere-initiating cells was higher in HT animals than in LT animals. 146 

Due to a lack of an exclusive marker for isolating MaSCs from Lin–/CD24+/CD29hi  basal cells, 147 

the FACS-sorted Lin–/CD24med/CD29hi  population cannot be used to directly enumerate MaSCs 148 

due to its compositional heterogeneity  [10,22]. However, an intrinsic characteristic of MaSCs is 149 

their ability to self-renew and form sphere-like colonies (mammospheres) in non-adherent cultures 150 

[23]. The MaSC frequency in a given population of MECs is reflected by the number of 151 

mammospheres formed, particularly in the second and later serial passages [24,25]. In this study, 152 

we performed serial passages of mammospheres and compared the mammosphere-forming 153 

efficiency of MECs from HT and LT animals in the second (P2) passage. In addition, a 154 

mammosphere limiting dilution assay (LDA) was performed in the P3 passage to reliably 155 

quantitate MaSC frequency [25,26]. As shown in Fig. 2A, the number of P2 mammospheres 156 

formed using MECs from the prepubertal HT groups was significantly increased by 2.5 times in 157 

HT-A and 1.8 times in HT-B than those from the LT groups, respectively. P2 mammospheres were 158 

then disaggregated and plated in 96-well plates to perform an LDA of P3 mammospheres. In 159 

prepubertal mammary tissues, the frequency of MaSCs was 2.2-times higher in HT-A animals 160 

compared to LT-C (1 in 177 versus 1 in 404, P<0.001) and LT-D animals (1 in 177 versus 1 in 161 
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379, P<0.005) (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table S1). Prepubertal HT-B animals also had a 1.5-162 

time increase in MaSC frequency when compared to LT-C (1 in 254 versus 1 in 404, P<0.05) and 163 

LT-D animals (1 in 254 versus 1 in 379, P<0.05).  164 

In postpubertal animals, the numbers of P2 mammospheres formed by MECs from HT 165 

animals also increased by 2 times compared to those by either LT group (Fig. 2C). The LDA 166 

revealed that the mammosphere-forming efficiency of postpubertal cells from HT-A was 1.7-times 167 

higher compared to LT-C (1 in 149 versus 1 in 274, P<0.001) and LT-D (1 in 149 versus 1 in 242, 168 

P<0.005) (Fig. 2D and Supplementary Table S2). Postpubertal HT-B animals also had a 1.9-fold 169 

increase in MaSC frequency when compared to LT-C (1 in 135 versus 1 in 274, P<0.001) and LT-170 

D animals (1 in 135 versus 1 in 242, P<0.005) (Fig. 2D). Furthermore, we observed that the sizes 171 

of postpubertal mammospheres from both HT groups were larger (>100μM vs. 50-80μM in 172 

diameter) compared to both LT groups, indicating a higher proliferative capacity of progenitor 173 

cells that derived from HT group MaSCs (Fig. 2E). These data agree with the FACS results, 174 

indicating that the mammary tissue of HT animals harbored an increased number of highly 175 

clonogenic MaSCs compared to LT animals.   176 

 177 

IGF1 levels were increased and IGFBP5 levels were decreased in mammary tissues of HT 178 

animals compared to LT animals. 179 

We investigated which molecular mechanisms could drive this increase in the number of MaSCs 180 

in tissues from the HT groups compared to the LT groups. Human studies have shown that 181 

increased circulating IGF1 levels are associated with increased breast cancer risk [27], and in our 182 

previous study with this diet model, we found that serum IGF1 in 5-month old animals is 183 

significantly higher in the HT groups compared to the LT groups [3]. In addition, our studies in 184 
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the BK5.IGF1 transgenic mouse model show that IGF1 overexpression in keratin 5-positive 185 

mammary basal epithelial cells increases the number of mammary terminal end buds, an early 186 

niche of MaSCs, within the developing mammary ducts [28,29]. Based on this evidence, we 187 

hypothesized that the HT dietary regimens increased the number of MaSCs through the 188 

upregulation of IGF1. 189 

 We first tested this hypothesis by measuring mammary tissue IGF1 levels in both pre- and 190 

postpubertal female mice.  Prepubertal mammary glands from group HT-A expressed IGF1 mRNA 191 

levels that were 4-times higher than in both LT groups (Fig. 3A). IGF1 protein levels were also 192 

increased 2.6-times in group HT-A compared to the LT groups (Fig. 3B). Similarly, prepubertal 193 

HT animals from group HT-B expressed IGF1 mRNA levels that were 2.5-times higher than in 194 

the LT groups (Fig. 3A), and there was also a 1.6-fold corresponding increase in IGF1 protein 195 

levels in tissues from group HT-B compared to age-matched LT animals (Fig. 3B). In postpubertal 196 

glands, IGF1 mRNA and protein levels were also significantly higher in HT groups compared to 197 

LT groups (Fig. 3A and B, P<0.05). These results show that the HT dietary regimens significantly 198 

increased mammary tissue IGF1 levels during the prepubertal stage, and this increase persisted 199 

into adulthood.  200 

The bioavailability of IGF1 in the mammary gland is regulated by IGF binding proteins 201 

(IGFBPs). In vitro, IGFBPs can inhibit IGF1 signaling by sequestering free IGFs from the IGF1 202 

receptor (IGF1R) [30,31]. Six members of the IGFBP family (IGFBP1-6) are present in mammary 203 

tissue, of which IGFBP5 is the most prevalent [32]. We found that IGFBP5 mRNA levels were 204 

significantly lower in HT tissues compared to LT tissues at both the pre- and postpubertal stages 205 

(Fig. 3C, P<0.05). Likewise, prepubertal tissues from the HT groups harbored a 2.4-fold reduction 206 

in IGFBP5 protein levels compared to LT groups (Fig. 3D). Similarly, in tissues from postpubertal 207 
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HT animals, IGFBP5 protein levels were also significantly lower than in tissues from LT animals 208 

(Fig. 3D, P<0.05). These findings indicate that the pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens of the HT 209 

animals not only increased total mammary IGF1 levels but also increased its bioavailability 210 

through the downregulation of IGFBP5.  211 

 212 

Increased IGF1 production in mammary stromal cells from HT animals promoted MaSC 213 

self-renewal.  214 

We next investigated whether the difference in tissue IGF1 levels between HT and LT animals 215 

affected the stemness and self-renewal capacity of MaSCs. Earlier studies demonstrate that IGF1 216 

is highly expressed in mammary stromal cells and regulates mammary epithelial development in 217 

a paracrine fashion [33,34]. We therefore sorted the Lin-CD24lowCD29low mammary stromal cell 218 

population in prepubertal glands from HT and LT groups by FACS (Supplementary Fig. S1A). 219 

IGF1 mRNA levels in FACS-sorted mammary stromal cells were 5.6-times higher in group HT-220 

A and 3.7-times higher in group HT-B compared to LT animals (Fig. 4A). In postpubertal stromal 221 

cells, IGF1 mRNA levels were also 2.9-times higher in HT groups compared to the LT groups.  222 

To assess how this increased mammary stromal IGF1 expression affects the ability of 223 

MaSCs to self-renew, we performed a mammosphere-forming assay using medium conditioned 224 

by stromal cell cultures derived from either HT or LT group mammary tissues (Fig. 4B). Briefly, 225 

FACS-sorted mammary stromal cells from the prepubertal HT groups (HT-A and HT-B) and a LT 226 

group (LT-C) were plated separately with equal cell counts in serum-free stromal cell growth 227 

medium. Stromal cells were incubated for 24 hours and the supernatant (condition medium, CM) 228 

was collected. Prepubertal MECs from the group LT-C were harvested and cultured to generate 229 

P2 mammospheres as described previously. P2 mammospheres were then again disaggregated and 230 
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re-plated using the previously harvested CM from either HT or LT mammary stromal cell cultures. 231 

Cells were then incubated in their respective CM for seven days to form P3 mammospheres.   232 

As shown in Fig. 4C and D, CM produced by group LT-C (LT-C-CM) did not significantly 233 

affect mammosphere-forming efficiency compared to unconditioned mammosphere growth 234 

medium (control). Conversely, treating LT-C mammospheres with CM produced by group HT-A 235 

(HT-A-CM) or group HT-B (HT-B-CM), mammosphere numbers were significantly increased 236 

compared to those grown in LT-C-CM (Fig. 4C and D, P<0.04). These results indicated that 237 

mammary stromal cells from the HT groups secreted soluble factors that were able to promote the 238 

self-renewal capacity of MaSCs derived from a LT group.  239 

To determine whether IGF1 was the relevant soluble factor that promoted MaSC self-240 

renewal, we added recombinant IGF1 to LT-C-CM. Addition of recombinant IGF1 significantly 241 

increased the number of mammospheres formed in LT-C-CM, thus recapitulating the effect of HT-242 

A-CM or HT-B-CM on promoting MaSC self-renewal (Fig. 4D, P<0.03). This result indicated 243 

that IGF1 was a plausible candidate factor. To confirm whether IGF1 was indeed the relevant 244 

soluble factor in our systems, we repeated the experiment by adding the IGF1 receptor (IGF1R) 245 

inhibitor picropodophyllin (PPP) to HT-A-CM, HT-B-CM and LT-C-CM. Adding PPP to LT-C-246 

CM did not significantly affect the number of P3 mammospheres formed (Fig. 4C and D). 247 

However, when PPP was added to cultures grown in HT-A-CM or HT-B-CM, mammosphere 248 

numbers were significantly decreased compared to cultures grown in HT-A-CM or HT-B-CM 249 

without PPP (Fig. 4C and D, P≤0.01). Moreover, the numbers of mammospheres formed in HT-250 

A-CM or HT-B-CM with addition of PPP were not different from those formed in LT-C-CM 251 

(Figure 4D). These results demonstrate that the increase in mammosphere numbers seen in HT-252 

A-CM or HT-B-CM was due to the activation of IGF1R signaling. Together, these data show that 253 
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the pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens increased IGF1 production in mammary stromal cells, which 254 

then promoted MaSC self-renewal in a paracrine fashion.  255 

 256 

The pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens decreased mammary stromal DNMT3b levels and 257 

induced DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 promoter 1. 258 

Early environmental exposures can affect gene transcription through epigenetic alterations, such 259 

as DNA methylation (reviewed in [35]). DNA methylation of the dinucleotide CG represses gene 260 

expression through direct or indirect inhibition of transcription factor binding to the gene 261 

promoters [36]. We next tested whether the increase in IGF1 transcription in mammary stromal 262 

cells from HT animals resulted from DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 promoters. 263 

IGF1 transcription is driven by two alternative promoters (Fig. 5A). Promoter 1 (Pr1) 264 

initiates transcription from exon 1 and gives rise to the Class 1 transcript, while promoter 2 (Pr2) 265 

initiates from exon 2, producing the Class 2 transcript. In rodents, Pr1 becomes active during the 266 

embryonic stage and remains active through adulthood, whereas Pr2 remains silent until 3 weeks 267 

of age when growth hormone exerts its effect by stimulating IGF1 expression [37]. Both transcript 268 

isoforms generate the same mature IGF1 peptide [38]. QPCR analysis revealed that both Class 1 269 

and Class 2 transcripts were expressed at significantly higher levels in FACS-sorted mammary 270 

stromal cells from prepubertal HT animals compared to LT animals (P<0.05) (Fig. 5B). We then 271 

used bisulfite sequencing analysis to investigate whether this difference in Class 1 and Class 2 272 

mRNA levels was induced by differential DNA methylation of CG sites that flank the transcription 273 

start sites (TSS) of the Pr1 and Pr2 promoters. As shown in Fig. 5C and D, in mammary stromal 274 

cells from prepubertal animals, the Pr1 in both HT groups was hypomethylated compared to the 275 

LT groups on four out of five CG sites that flank the TSS: 41.0% of the CG-239 sites were 276 
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methylated in the HT groups compared to 72.0% in the LT groups (P<0.05); CG-142, 15.5% in 277 

HT groups vs. 48.5% in LT groups (P<0.01); CG-110, 27.5% in HT groups vs. 44.5% in LT groups 278 

(P<0.08); CG-78, 16.5% in HT groups vs. 35% in LT groups (P<0.01). The combined (total) 279 

methylation percentage of these five CG sites was also significantly decreased in mammary 280 

stromal cells from the HT groups compared to the LT groups (Fig. 5D, P<0.01). In addition, the 281 

amounts of IGF1 Class 1 mRNA in these tested samples were reversely correlated with the 282 

combined DNA methylation percentage of the five CG sites (Fig. 5E, R2=0.77, P<0.0001). These 283 

results indicate that the pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens increased IGF1 expression in mammary 284 

stromal cells from HT animals by inducing DNA hypomethylation of the Pr1 promoter. 285 

Since the Class 2 transcript was also significantly upregulated in HT animals (Fig. 5B), we 286 

also analyzed DNA methylation levels on six CG sites (CG-371-CG-255) that flank the Pr2 TSS 287 

(Supplementary Fig. S2A). However, we found that these CG sites were largely hypomethylated 288 

in both HT and LT groups, suggesting that DNA methylation in other genomic regions, such as 289 

distal enhancers, or other epigenetic mechanisms, such as histone modifications, may contribute 290 

to the differential expression of the Class 2 transcript in these animals (Supplementary Fig. S2B 291 

and C).  292 

            Genomic DNA methylation is catalyzed by DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), including 293 

DNMT1, DNMT3a and DNMT3b. Therefore, we measured gene expression levels of these 294 

DNMTs in FACS-sorted stromal cells from prepubertal mammary tissues. We found that 295 

mammary stromal cells from HT groups had significantly lower DNMT3b mRNA levels compared 296 

to the LT groups (P<0.05), whereas gene expression levels of DNMT1 and DNMT3a were not 297 

different (Fig. 5F). Western blot analysis showed that DNMT3b protein levels were also 298 

significantly decreased in mammary stromal cells from HT groups compared to those from LT 299 
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groups (Fig. 5G, P<0.03). These results suggest that the pro-tumorigenic DR/ _ /HF dietary 300 

regimens induced IGF1 promoter hypomethylation that is mediated by decreased DNMT3b levels.   301 

 We then investigated a potential causal relationship between DNA hypomethylation of the 302 

IGF1 Pr1 and decreased DNMT3b levels in murine cells. Since fibroblasts are one of the 303 

predominant cell types in mammary stroma [39], we knocked down DNMT3b by transfecting 304 

DNMT3b siRNA into NIH 3T3 cells, a mouse embryonic fibroblast cell line. DNMT3b siRNA 305 

transfection reduced DNMT3b mRNA levels by 60% compared to scrambled controls 48 hours 306 

post-transfection (Fig. 6A). In contrast, mRNA levels of DNMT1 and DNMT3a were not 307 

significantly changed, indicating a high specificity of the DNMT3b knockdown (Fig. 6A).  308 

DNMT3b protein levels were also decreased by 65% in siRNA-treated cells compared to controls 309 

(Fig. 6B). To assess whether this DNMT3b knockdown resulted in IGF1 Pr1 hypomethylation, we 310 

performed bisulfite sequencing analyses of IGF1 Pr1 in these DNMT3b siRNA-transfected cells. 311 

As shown in Fig. 6C, DNMT3b knockdown significantly decreased IGF1 Pr1 methylation of all 312 

five CG sites (-255 ~ -78) that flank the TSS (P<0.01). Concordant with this CG hypomethylation, 313 

IGF1 mRNA levels were significantly increased in DNMT3b siRNA-transfected cells compared 314 

to the controls (Fig. 6D). These results show that DNMT3b knockdown induced IGF1 Pr1 315 

hypomethylation, which then resulted in an increase in IGF1 mRNA levels.  316 

 317 

The pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens promoted the formation of adenosquamous 318 

carcinomas. 319 

Previous findings have demonstrated that tumors initiating from different mammary epithelial cell 320 

types develop into distinct histopathologic phenotypes [13,40,41]. Keller et al. reported that Ras-321 

transformed human breast basal epithelial cells produce metaplastic tumors with squamous 322 
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differentiation, and that these tumors highly express the basal lineage marker keratin 14 (K14). In 323 

contrast, Ras-transformed luminal cells produce ductal adenocarcinomas with predominantly 324 

luminal features, including protein expression of the luminal lineage markers K8 and K19 [41].  325 

Their transcriptomic analyses show that metaplastic tumors derived from RAS-transformed breast 326 

basal epithelial cells highly express mRNA of previously identified MaSC signature genes [41]. 327 

Since we observed that tissues from HT animals had an increased proportion of MaSCs compared 328 

to LT animals, we tested whether this difference was associated with development of distinct tumor 329 

phenotypes in HT and LT groups. Therefore, we reanalyzed histological sections of mammary 330 

tumors that were collected from our previous carcinogenesis study [3].  Fourteen tumors from the 331 

HT groups (seven from HT-A and seven from HT-B) and eleven tumors from the LT groups (seven 332 

from LT-C and four from LT-D) were analyzed (Supplementary Table S3). In the HT groups, 333 

seven tumors (50%) were classified as metaplastic carcinomas of either squamous or 334 

adenosquamous phenotype, which show noticeable squamous metaplasia and widespread keratin 335 

pearls (Fig. 7A and B). Seven tumors (50%) were classified as ductal adenocarcinomas of either 336 

acinar, papillary or solid type, typically with central necrosis (Supplementary Table S3). 337 

Conversely, in the LT groups, only one tumor (0.9%) was classified as an adenosquamous 338 

carcinoma; the majority of tumors (99.1%) were ductal adenocarcinomas of acinar, papillary or 339 

solid phenotype (Fig. 7A and B). The overall proportion of squamous or adenosquamous 340 

(metaplastic) carcinomas was significantly higher in HT groups than in LT groups (Fig. 7B, Chi-341 

square test, P=0.03). Immunohistochemistry (IHC) showed that adenosquamous carcinomas from 342 

the HT groups had significantly higher expression of the mammary basal lineage marker K5 and 343 

low expression of the luminal lineage marker K8 compared to the ductal adenocarcinomas from 344 

the LT groups (Fig. 7C and D, P<0.01). These results indicate that the adenosquamous carcinomas 345 
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from the HT groups may have derived from cells of the basal/stem cell compartments, suggesting 346 

that early exposure to the pro-tumorigenic DR/_ /HF diet promoted the formation of 347 

adenosquamous tumors in HT animals by expanding the MaSC population.  348 

 349 

Discussion 350 

 351 

To propose effective cancer prevention strategies, it is critical to identify molecular and cellular 352 

mechanisms through which environmental exposures program disease susceptibilities at early 353 

developmental stages. In this study, we demonstrated that early dietary manipulations during 354 

gestation, lactation and postweaning programmed lifetime mammary cancer risk by increasing the 355 

number of carcinogen-susceptible MaSCs through sustained activation of the IGF1 signaling 356 

pathway into adulthood. Based on the data presented, we propose the following model (Fig. 7E): 357 

The pro-tumorigenic DR/_ /HF dietary regimens induced DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 Pr1 358 

promoter in mammary stromal cells of HT animals through decreased DNMT3b levels, resulting 359 

in increased stromal IGF1 expression.  These pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens also decreased 360 

IGFBP5 levels in mammary tissues from the HT animals, resulting in increased bioavailability of 361 

IGF1. Increased IGF1 production and bioavailability promoted MaSC self-renewal and expanded 362 

the MaSC population before the animals reached puberty, thereby increasing the number of 363 

carcinogen-susceptible targets later in life.   364 

Mammary stem and progenitor cells are potential tumor-initiating cells [12–14], and the 365 

lifetime risk for developing breast cancer is partly determined by the number of these cells in the 366 

mammary gland [3,14–16].  Our flow cytometric data show that HT animals had a significantly 367 

increased proportion of MECs with MaSC surface markers than LT animals and this difference 368 
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was observed before animals reached puberty (Fig. 1). Concordant with this, mammosphere 369 

limiting dilution assays show that MECs from the HT animals formed significantly more 370 

secondary and tertiary mammospheres than the LT animals (Fig. 2). These results demonstrated 371 

that the pro-tumorigenic DR/ _ /HF dietary regimens increased the size of the MaSC compartment 372 

in HT animals before puberty. Since prepubertal animals from group HT-B had been exposed to 373 

the postnatal HF diet for only two weeks, from 3 to 5 weeks of age, we reason that the expansion 374 

of the MaSC population in HT animals is independent from developing obesity. These results 375 

indicate how mammary tumor susceptibility can be programmed during the early stages of 376 

mammary gland development, demonstrating that successful breast cancer prevention strategies 377 

should be applied in humans starting in infancy and during childhood. 378 

Early dietary exposures have been shown to program lifetime disease susceptibilities 379 

through epigenetic mechanisms [42]. Epigenetic regulation of IGF1 gene expression has been 380 

reported in the liver, hematopoietic systems, and placenta [43–45]. Fung et al. showed that 381 

intrauterine growth restriction induced by maternal vasoconstriction increases DNA methylation 382 

at a specific CG site (-78) of the IGF1 Pr1 and represses IGF1 transcription in the liver of juvenile 383 

male mice [45]. Ouni et al. reported that DNA methylation of the IGF1 Pr2 in mononuclear cells 384 

of peripheral blood is negatively associated with serum IGF1 levels and body stature in a 385 

Caucasian children cohort [46]. These results indicate that IGF1 expression is epigenetically 386 

regulated through DNA methylation at the Pr1 and Pr2 promoters in both rodents and humans, and 387 

that these epigenetic alterations induce specific biological outcomes. In this study, we present for 388 

the first time that switching from a healthy DR diet to a HF diet reprogrammed IGF1 gene 389 

expression in mammary tissue by inducing DNA hypomethylation of the Pr1 promoter, and that 390 

this DNA hypomethylation was mediated by decreased mRNA and protein levels of DNMT3b in 391 
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mammary stromal cells. When comparing tissue-specific differentially methylated regions (DMRs) 392 

of the genomes between humans, mice and rats, Zhou et al.  reported that up to 37% of the DMRs 393 

are conserved between humans and rodents, and this epigenetic conservation is largely driven by 394 

the similarity of the primary genomic DNA sequence between species [47].  The nucleotide 395 

sequences of IGF1 promoters are highly conserved between humans and rodents (85%-92% 396 

sequence similarity) [48].  Therefore, the diet-induced epigenetic alteration of the IGF1 Pr1 in 397 

mice likely recapitulates a similar effect in humans consuming a Western diet starting in infancy 398 

and during childhood. Since this epigenetic alteration of the IGF1 Pr1 was observed in prepubertal 399 

mammary stromal cells, and DNA methylation is a stable epigenetic marker that can be inherited 400 

through multiple cell divisions [49], our results further indicate that early, prepubertal dietary 401 

intervention is a critical component of successful breast cancer prevention strategies.  402 

Breast cancer can be divided into different subtypes based on histopathologic phenotypes 403 

and gene expression profiles, leading to different treatment strategies and outcomes (reviewed in 404 

[50]). We show that early exposure to the pro-tumorigenic DR/ _ /HF dietary regimens promoted 405 

the formation of mammary metaplastic carcinomas of either the squamous or adenosquamous 406 

phenotype in carcinogen-treated mice. Mammary adenosquamous carcinomas are shown to have 407 

shorter latencies compared to ductal adenocarcinomas in studies of carcinogen-treated mice or 408 

transgenic mice with different genetic background [28,51,52], and adenosquamous carcinomas are 409 

of triple-negative (ER-, PR- and HER2-) phenotype in both rodents and humans [51,53]. 410 

Comparatively, carcinogen-induced ductal adenocarcinomas of either acinar, papillary or 411 

glandular phenotype are hormone-receptor positive (ER+, PR+), suggesting that these tumors may 412 

have a better prognosis and treatment outcomes than adenosquamous carcinomas [51]. These 413 
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results indicate that early dietary manipulations affect tumor incidence and program tumor 414 

phenotypes, which will ultimately affect cancer treatment strategies and outcomes. 415 

Evidence from lineage tracing and transcriptome studies indicates that mammary tumors 416 

of different histopathological phenotypes are derived from different mammary epithelial cell types.  417 

Hollern et al. reported that mammary squamous carcionomas from MMTV-PyMT transgenic mice 418 

highly express previously identified gene signatures of MaSCs, whereas tumors of ductal glandular 419 

phenotypes highly express gene signatures of luminal progenitors or mature luminal cells [54]. 420 

Concordant with this, Keller et al. reported that metaplastic tumors that are derived from Ras-421 

transformed human EpCAMlowCD10+ breast basal epithelial cells highly express gene signatures 422 

of MaSCs compared to ductal adenocarcinomas that are derived from EpCAMhighCD10− luminal 423 

cells [55]. These results indicate that metaplastic carcinomas within mammary tissue may have 424 

derived from MaSCs, which would agree with our data showing that HT animals had an expanded 425 

MaSC population and developed increased proportions of adenosquamous carcinomas compared 426 

to LT animals. These results suggest that early dietary manipulations may result in different 427 

susceptibilities to specific mammary tumor phenotypes by affecting homeostasis of the mammary 428 

epithelial cell population.  429 

In summary, our results show that the pro-tumorigenic DR/ _ /HF dietary regimens 430 

programmed lifetime mammary cancer susceptibility before puberty, and this programming effect 431 

was mediated by DNA hypomethylation of the IGF1 Pr1 in mammary stromal cells. This 432 

epigenetic alteration increased IGF1 expression in mammary tissues and expanded the MaSC 433 

compartment before puberty, resulting in a higher number of susceptible carcinogen targets. We 434 

demonstrated that mammary cancer susceptibility can be programmed before puberty, showing 435 
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that dietary intervention at an early developmental stage is an essential component of successful 436 

prevention strategies. 437 

 438 

Materials and Methods 439 

 440 

Mice and Diets 441 

All experimental animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 442 

Committee (IACUC). Animal maintenance and dietary treatment were performed as described 443 

previously [3]. Briefly, SENCAR breeder mice [56] were maintained at our animal facility under 444 

a 12-hour light/dark cycle at 24°C. Defined diets were purchased from Research Diets, Inc. 445 

Cat#D01060501 was the chow-like, low fat, low sugar control diet, and cat#D04011601, the high 446 

fat, high sugar (HF) diet. Female breeder mice were separated into control and HF diet groups at 447 

four weeks of age. As these animals were sedentary and commonly became obese with age [3], a 448 

mild 12% diet restriction was imposed on the control diet group (DR), except during lactation, 449 

which ensures proper nutrition of mothers and pups. This mild portion control did not result in an 450 

insufficiency of macro- or micronutrients. HF animals were also provided with 10% fructose in 451 

their drinking water.  452 

         HF mice became glucose intolerant after ten weeks compared to DR controls, as determined 453 

by glucose tolerance tests [3]. At 15 weeks of age, normal DR and hyperglycemic HF mothers 454 

were mated with normal SENCAR males. Upon birth, pups were fostered within 24 hours of birth 455 

to separate into the lactation exposure groups. At weaning, pups were randomized into the different 456 

postweaning diet exposure groups and were maintained on that diet until being euthanized.  457 

 458 
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Mammary Epithelial Cell Isolation  459 

Details for mammary epithelial cell (MEC) isolation are described in the Supplementary Materials 460 

and Methods. Fourth and fifth mammary gland pairs were resected from mice and were 461 

enzymatically digested with collagenase/hyaluronidase (Stem Cell Technologies, cat #07919) 462 

following the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were then treated with 2ml of 0.25% Trypsin/EDTA 463 

solution (Stem Cell Technologies, cat #07901) and 2ml of 5mg/mL dispase (Gibco, cat#17105-464 

041).  465 

    466 

Flow Cytometry and Cell Sorting 467 

Details for flow cytometry and cell sorting are described in the Supplementary Materials and 468 

Methods. Antibodies and dilutions used for cell staining were shown in the Supplementary Table 469 

S4. To analyze epithelial populations, stained cells were loaded onto a Fortessa X20 flow 470 

cytometer (BD Biosciences). To sort mammary stromal cells, a FACSAria II flow cytometer (BD 471 

Biosciences) was used. Sorted cell populations were reanalyzed and found to be 94%-98% pure, 472 

and cell viability was above 85%.  473 

 474 

Mammosphere Culture and Limiting Dilution Assay  475 

Details for mammosphere culture, limiting dilution assays and media components are described in 476 

the Supplementary Materials and Methods. MECs were plated at 10,000 cells/well in pHEMA-477 

coated 24-well plates and cultured for seven days on P1 and P2 passages. Single cells from P2 478 

mammospheres were plated into a 96-well ultra-low attachment plate at dilutions ranging from 1 479 

to 512 cells per well (8 replicates per dilution).  After seven days, wells were scored for the 480 

presence or absence of P3 mammospheres. To assess the frequency of mammosphere-initiating 481 
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cells, an extreme limiting dilution analysis was performed as described previously [26]. Pairwise 482 

differences between the groups were compared with likelihood ratio tests using the asymptotic chi-483 

squared (χ2) test approximation to the log–ratio [26].  484 

       For performing CM assays, single cells from P2 mammospheres were plated at 10,000 485 

cells/well in pHEMA-coated 24-well plates with the respective CM used in the study. 486 

Recombinant IGF1 (Life Technologies, cat# PHG0071) and picropodophyllin (PPP, Santa Cruz, 487 

cat# sc-204008) were added to the CM at a final concentration of 7.5 nM and 10 μM, respectively. 488 

 489 

RT-qPCR and Western Blot Analysis 490 

RT-qPCR and Western blot analysis were performed as described in the Supplementary Materials 491 

and Methods. Primer sequences for RT-qPCR are listed in the Supplementary Table S5. Target 492 

gene expression was normalized to TATA-binding protein (TBP). Antibodies and dilutions for 493 

Western blot analysis were listed in the Supplementary Table S4. Signals of target protein bands 494 

were normalized to GAPDH bands of the same sample and then normalized to the control group 495 

to calculate fold changes. 496 

 497 

DNA Methylation Analysis 498 

Genomic DNA was extracted from mammary stromal cells using the DNeasy Blood &Tissue kit 499 

(Qiagen Cat #69504). Bisulfite conversion of genomic DNA was performed with a sodium 500 

bisulfite kit (EZ DNA Methylation-Lightning Kit, Cat #D5030) following the manufacturer’s 501 

instructions. Bisulfite primers used to cover CG sites on Pr1 and Pr2 are listed in Supplementary 502 

Table S5. PCR conditions were 95°C for 3min, 95°C for 15s, annealing at 55°C for 20s, 72°C for 503 

20s, 38 cycles.  PCR products were cloned into the T-vector pMD19 (TAKARA Bio Inc, 504 
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Cat#3271).  Plasmid DNA was extracted and sequenced with M13 forward or reverse primers 505 

(Eton Bioscience Inc, San Diego, CA). DNA methylation analysis was performed using the 506 

Quantification tool for Methylation Analysis (QUMA, http://quma.cdb.riken.jp/top/index.html) 507 

[57]. 508 

 509 

siRNA Transfection 510 

NIH 3T3 cells were grown to 70% confluency in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 (Caisson Labs, cat#DFP17) 511 

culture media with addition of 10% FBS. Cells were trypsinized and replated in 12-well plates. 512 

After reaching 50% confluency, cells were treated with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX Transfection 513 

Reagent (Invitrogen, cat #13778100) with addition of 20 nM DNMT3b siRNA (ThermoFisher, cat 514 

#161533) according to manufacture protocols. Cells were then maintained in DMEM/Ham’s F-12 515 

culture media with addition of 2% FBS for 48 hours before collection.  516 

 517 

Histological Analysis 518 

Preparations of histological sections and H&E or IHC staining were performed by the histology 519 

laboratory of Texas A&M University. Mammary tumor subtypes were classified referring to the 520 

classification systems proposed by Cardiff et al. [58]. 521 

 522 

Statistical Analysis 523 

Numerical results reflect mean ± SEM. Comparisons between groups were performed using one-524 

way ANOVA and pairwise comparisons were conducted using Fisher’s LSD test unless otherwise 525 

specified. Statistical analyses were conducted, and graphical representations of data were plotted 526 

using the GraphPad Prism 6 software. P < 0.05 was considered significant. 527 
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 695 

(a ≠ b, Pearson’s chi-squared	test, P < 0.03) 

Table 1. The DR/_ /HF dietary regimens increase mammary tumor susceptibility 
 

Tumor Groups Group Gestation 
Diet

Lactation 
Diet

Post-
Weaning Diet

Mammary Tumor 
Incidence

High Tumor (HT) HT-A DR HF HF 65%a

High Tumor (HT) HT-B DR DR HF 58%a

Low Tumor (LT) LT-C HF HF DR 22%b

Low Tumor (LT) LT-D HF DR DR 18%b
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Figure Legends 696 

 697 

Figure 1. The pro-tumorigenic dietary regimens of the HT animals expanded the MaSC-698 

enriched compartment in both pre- and postpubertal female mice. (A) Representative gating 699 

plots showing the MaSC-enriched population in 5-week old mammary glands. MaSC-enriched, 700 

basal (Ba.), luminal (Lu.) and stromal (Str.) cells were gated into Lin-CD24medCD29hi, Lin-701 

CD24+CD29hi, Lin-CD24hiCD29low and Lin-CD24lowCD29low subpopulations, respectively. (B) 702 

Frequency of MaSC-enriched populations in mammary glands of 5-week old HT groups (HT-A & 703 

HT-B) and LT groups (LT-C & LT-D) animals (n≥8). (C) Representative gating plots showing the 704 

MaSC-enriched population in 10-week old mammary glands. (D) Frequency of MaSC-enriched 705 

populations in mammary glands of 10-week old HT groups and LT groups animals (n≥6).  Mean 706 

± SEM are shown. Differences were compared by one-way ANOVA. Pairwise comparisons were 707 

performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Groups are significantly different from each other if they do 708 

not share a letter (a≠b≠c, P<0.05). 709 

 710 

Figure 2. Mammosphere limiting dilution assays (LDAs) demonstrated HT group animals 711 

had a higher number of mammosphere-initiating cells than LT group animals. (A) Average 712 

numbers of mammospheres formed from prepubertal P2 MECs (n≥4). Mean ± SEM are shown. 713 

One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis and pairwise comparisons between groups were 714 

performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Columns are significantly different from each other if they do 715 

not share a letter (a≠b≠c, P<0.05). (B) LDA of prepubertal P3 mammospheres. The natural log 716 

fraction of non-responding wells plotted on a linear scale versus the cell density per well. (C) 717 

Average numbers of mammospheres formed from postpubertal HT and LT P2 MECs (n≥4). (D) 718 
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LDA of postpubertal P3 mammospheres. The natural log fraction of non-responding wells plotted 719 

on a linear scale versus the cell density per well. (E) Representative images of postpubertal 720 

mammospheres from HT and LT groups. 721 

 722 

Figure 3. Mammary IGF1 levels increased in HT groups compared to LT groups, while 723 

IGFBP5 levels decreased. (A) Mammary tissue IGF1 mRNA levels of pre- and postpubertal 724 

animals from HT and LT groups (n≥4). RT-qPCR analyses are normalized to TATA-binding 725 

protein (TBP). Relative IGF1 mRNA levels are expressed as fold change compared to group LT-726 

C. (B) IGF1 protein levels in pre- and postpubertal mammary tissues from HT and LT groups. Top 727 

panels, representative Western blots, bottom panels, densitometric quantifications (n≥6).  (C) 728 

IGFBP5 mRNA levels in pre- and postpubertal mammary tissues from HT and LT groups (n≥4). 729 

Relative IGFBP5 mRNA levels are expressed as fold change compared to group HT-A. (D) 730 

IGFBP5 protein levels in pre- and postpubertal mammary tissues from HT and LT groups (n≥6). 731 

Mean ± SEM are shown. One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis, and pairwise 732 

comparisons were performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Groups are significantly different from each 733 

other if they do not share a letter (a≠b≠c, P<0.05). 734 

 735 

Figure 4.  Increased IGF1 production in mammary stromal cells promoted MaSC self-736 

renewal. (A) IGF1 mRNA in sorted mammary stromal cells from pre- and postpubertal tissues 737 

from HT and LT groups (n=4). Relative IGF1 mRNA levels are expressed as fold change from 738 

group LT-C.  (B) Experimental procedure to perform the mammosphere assay using conditioned 739 

medium (CM) from stromal cell cultures. (C) Representative images of mammospheres formed in 740 

response to CM from mammary stromal cells from group LT-C (left), HT-A (center) and HT-B 741 
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(right), ± picropodophyllin (PPP, lower panels). Scale bars indicated 100 µm. (D) Bar graph of 742 

numbers of mammospheres formed in CM from mammary stromal cells from group LT-C, HT-A 743 

and HT-B ±IGF1 or ±PPP (n=3). Mean ± SEM are shown. One-way ANOVA was used for 744 

statistical analysis. Pairwise comparisons were performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Groups are 745 

significantly different from each other if they do not share a letter (a≠b≠c, P<0.05). 746 

 747 

Figure 5. DNA methylation of the IGF1 Pr1 promoter was decreased in mammary stromal 748 

cells from prepubertal HT animals and DNMT3b levels were also decreased. (A) Graphical 749 

representation of the mouse IGF1 promoters 1 (Pr1) and 2 (Pr2). Transcription start sites (TSSs, 750 

+1) are shown as arrows, CG sites used for the analysis shown as vertical bars. (B) mRNA levels 751 

of Class 1 and Class 2 transcripts in mammary stromal cells from HT and LT groups (n=4). RT-752 

qPCR analyses were normalized to TBP. Relative mRNA levels are expressed as fold change from 753 

group LT-C. (C) Representative DNA methylation patterns on the Pr1 from one HT and one LT 754 

animal from each group. Each circle represents a CG site as shown in panel (A), each line 755 

represents a single clone, and closed circles show methylated CG sites. (D) Quantification of DNA 756 

methylation percentages for each CG site (n≥4). (E) Correlation scatter plot with best fit line 757 

representing the Class 1 transcript mRNA levels with the combined methylation percentage of the 758 

five CG sites at IGF1 Pr1 (Pearson’s correlation test, R2=0.77, P<0.0001, one-tailed). (F) mRNA 759 

levels of DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) in sorted mammary stromal cells from postpubertal 760 

tissues (n=4). RT-qPCR analyses were normalized to TBP. Relative mRNA levels are expressed 761 

as fold change from group D.  (G) DNMT3b protein levels in stromal cells from HT and LT groups 762 

(n≥4). Representative Western blot images (top panel) and densitometric quantifications (bottom 763 

panel). Mean ± SEM are shown. One-way ANOVA was used for statistical analysis. Pairwise 764 
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comparisons were performed using Fisher’s LSD test. Groups are significantly different from each 765 

other if they do not share a letter (a≠b≠c, P<0.05).  766 

 767 

Figure 6. DNMT3b knockdown decreased IGF Pr1 DNA methylation and increased IGF1 768 

mRNA expression. (A) mRNA levels of DNMTs in 3T3 cells transfected with scrambled siRNA 769 

(control) or DNMT3b siRNA (siDNMT3b). RT-qPCR analyses were normalized to TBP (n=4). 770 

(B) DNMT3b protein levels in control and siRNA treated groups. Representative Western blot 771 

images (top panel) and densitometric quantifications (bottom panel, n=4).  (C) Representative 772 

DNA methylation patterns of the IGF1 Pr1 (top panel) and quantifications of methylated CG sites 773 

(bottom panel, n=3). (D) Total mRNA levels of IGF1 (n=4). Mean ± SEM are shown. Pairwise 774 

comparisons were performed using Student’s t-test. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001.   775 

 776 

Figure 7. HT and LT groups showed differences in proportions of specific histopathologic 777 

tumors types. (A) Representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tumors from HT groups 778 

and LT groups. Top left, a squamous tumor from a HT-B animal. Top right, an adenosquamous 779 

tumor from a HT-A animal.  Bottom left, a ductal adenocarcinoma of acinar type from a LT-C 780 

animal. Bottom right, a ductal adenocarcinoma of papillary type from a LT-D animal. Pictures 781 

were taken at 10X magnification. (B) Prevalence of histopathological phenotypes of tumors arising 782 

in the HT groups and LT groups. Tumor prevalence was analyzed by chi-squared (χ2) test.  (C) 783 

IHC staining of K5 (left panels) and K8 (right panels) for tumors developed from a HT-B animal 784 

(top panels) and a LT-C animal (bottom panels). (D) Quantification of K5 and K8 protein 785 

expression in tumors developed from HT and LT groups animals (n=7 per group). Student’s t-test 786 

was used for statistical analysis. (E) Proposed model of the effect of the pro-tumorigenic dietary 787 
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regimens of HT animals on MaSCs. 788 
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